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Phytoplankton are by definition autotrophic microorganisms that passively drift with fluid
motion. Accordingly, the traditional view of a turbulence-homogenized phytoplankton
distribution in the ocean, where cells randomly organize and interact, is deeply rooted
in biological oceanography studies. However, increasing understanding of microscopic
processes in the ocean is revealing a world of microscale patterns resulting from
cell behaviors and fluid-cell interactions that challenges this vision. Autotrophic cells
have developed active (i.e., flagella) and passive (i.e., morphological structures and
vesicles) motility mechanisms that allow them different degrees of spatial control. Their
complex interaction with the ocean physicochemical landscape commonly results in
small-scale spatial heterogeneities and non-isotropic orientations that can strongly
influence ecosystem level processes. Cell orientation, in particular, is fundamental for
key biological functions such as sensing, metabolism, locomotion, chain formation, or
sexual reproduction. Moreover, preferential alignment of elongated cells can modulate
the propagation of light through the ocean and is fundamental for accurate interpretation
of remote sensing data. Innovative observational and experimental techniques (e.g.,
in situ holography, laser diffractometry, etc.) allowing the subtle analysis of cell-fluid
interactions are revealing that, at the microscopic level, organisms present well defined
orientation and interaction patterns under prevalent conditions in the sea. Thus, the
interplay of biology, fluid dynamics, and optics may shape, by means of anisotropic cell
distributions, pivotal cross-scale aspects of phytoplankton ecology.
Keywords: phytoplankton, microscale, turbulence, orientation, shear
INTRODUCTION
Each process occurring in the marine environment has an associated fundamental temporal
and spatial scale, but cross-scale links exist conforming the full complexity of ocean ecosystem
dynamics. For a long time, the microscale structure of the ocean (<1 mm), which is relevant to
understanding many phytoplankton related processes, has been overlooked in the framework of
biological oceanography. There are technical and conceptual historical reasons for this dissociation
between studies of the seemingly chaotic microscopic habitat where algal cells grow and interact
with their congeners and with other organisms, and research on larger scale processes determining
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the fate of marine phytoplankton. In this review, we contribute
to conciliate these two worlds, with the conviction that
understanding the interaction among processes occurring at the
micro- and macroscopic scales can enhance our understanding
of phytoplankton and ocean ecosystem dynamics. Here, we
particularly aim at exploring the importance of preferential cell
orientation in the ocean; a ubiquitous example of a microscale
process for which large scale implications are anticipated.
A BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW
Early studies assumed that pelagic phytoplankton spent most
of their life cycle freely suspended in the water column and
that, despite the motile ability of some species, movements were
too weak to overcome fluid motion. Pioneering botanist and
zoologist Hensen (1887) inferred that, if the environment was
uniform, plankton should be uniformly distributed freely drifting
passively in the sea. Implicitly, plankton were believed to be
poorly structured and organized at small scales where microbial
organisms were randomly oriented by shear and turbulence.
Only conspicuous larger scale space and time variations
generally associated with changes in hydrographic properties
and seasonality were recognized. Highly influential Hensen’s
theories were eagerly confronted by contemporary studies by
Haeckel (1891) who defended an irregular distribution of
plankton both in time and space. Although Haeckels’s criticisms
were initially overlooked, subsequent investigations revealed
non-homogeneous organism distributions that early researchers
ascribed to small scale fluid patterns driven by unequal heat
distribution (Sachs, 1876). To the eyes of the microscopist, cells
often showed active orientation and movement in a definite
direction (Schwarz, 1884) and field observations revealed that
some phytoplankton species even presented marked diurnal and
seasonal migration patterns, as well as aggregation behavior
(Wager, 1910). Nevertheless, the idea of homogeneously and
isotropically mixed plankton organisms persisted until the 50s
when new concepts and theories arose showing the importance
of small-scale plankton processes (Barnes and Marshall, 1951;
Bainbridge, 1957; Cassie, 1959, 1963).
The mid-20th century was an important epoch for the
development of physical and biological oceanography. Advances
were made by introducing mathematical foundations in the
study of plankton ecology which opened new possibilities for the
understanding of the fundamental processes controlling plankton
(see Russel, 1950). In this context, Harvey (1942) analyzed the
interactions between different components of plankton (phyto-
and zooplankton) and the relationships between these and the
surrounding water. Riley (1942) and Riley et al. (1949) described
the impact of water column stability on spring blooms, Sverdrup
(1953) postulated the conditions for vernal phytoplankton
blooms and Margalef (1967, 1978) provided a holistic perspective
to phytoplankton organization. Also, a conceptual framework
was proposed analyzing plankton variability over various spatial
scales together with the physical factors contributing to this
variation (Haury et al., 1978). These and other studies made
evident that the apparent uniformity of the oceans was simply
“an illusion generated by the original need for widely spaced
sampling both horizontally and vertically” (Steele, 1959). Small
scale heterogeneities and individual interactions in which cell
orientation plays a fundamental role were still ignored but as part
of these simplified large biological compartments.
With the advent of new continuously sampling
instrumentation like fluorometers (Lorenzen, 1966) and
particle counters (Sheldon et al., 1972), marine scientists were
able to address the patterns of spatial variability of phytoplankton
and to determine its structure. These features where crucial for
the understanding of its role as a food source for marine life
(see Steele, 1978 and review by Vance and Doel, 2010). The
ocean was now conceived as a mixture of process spanning
from length scales of centimeters to thousands of kilometers
and associated timescales ranging from seconds to centuries
(Stommel, 1963; Haury et al., 1978). Progress was made in the
measurements of turbulence in the ocean and in the development
of a turbulence theory that was rapidly assimilated into physical
oceanography (Grant et al., 1962; Levich, 1962). Nevertheless, a
preconception that phytoplankton behaved like passive particles
immersed in the flow field and, thus, their distribution was
driven by turbulence, was the general consensus (see Platt, 1972,
1978). The “red noise” power spectra for physical and biological
properties depicted from continuous underway measurements
demonstrated that the effects of physical forces dissipated
effectively during the cascade of energy transfer to scales on the
order of meters (Powell et al., 1975; Denman and Platt, 1976).
Spatial scales below this level were seldom considered either
because of lack of technology for the observation of the sea at
these scales, or because adding sampling detail was assumed
irrelevant for the scientific challenges of the time (i.e., seasonal
variations, mesoscale processes, regional the productivity of the
ocean). As a consequence, biologists and ecologists observing
the complexity of the microscopic world (mostly restricted to
taxonomists and microbiologists) diverged in aims from a rapidly
developing community of biological oceanographers interested
in the more evident and predictable changes in phytoplankton
at larger scales.
It was not until the last quarter of the century, with the
focus in microbial motility, feeding mechanisms, and encounter
rates, that interest on understanding phytoplankton related
processes at the microscale, including cell orientation, was
renewed (Holwill, 1974; Lighthill, 1976; Lehman and Scavia,
1982; Rothschild and Osborn, 1988; Fenchel, 1993; Kiørboe,
1993). The study of patchiness acquired importance because
it affected cell densities and thus regulated encounter rates
among organisms. It became apparent that interactions were not
only ruled by mixing rates. Also, it was speculated that small
planktivores survived where their food rations appeared too low
by making use of adequate food patches too small to detect
(Owen, 1989). Improved bio-optical instrumentation showed
the existence of persistent thin layers with high phytoplankton
abundance spanning over large horizontal distances (e.g., Cowles
et al., 1998; Dekshenieks et al., 2001). While estimates of
many microscale processes (e.g., encounter rates, competition)
were implicitly based on a random distribution of plankton, a
number of key works in the field of microbiology showed a
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rich physical and biochemical heterogeneity at submillimetric
scales (Derenbach et al., 1979; Gregg, 1980); however, recent
studies have shown that these submillimetric patches often
may represent single large phytoplankton cells, chains, or
aggregates (Doubell et al., 2014). Biological studies at the
microscale remained considered a separate discipline and were
seldom integrated in mainstream oceanography perspectives.
This led to some long-standing ecological misconceptions. For
example, it is remarkable that the concept that phytoplankton
orientations and spatial distributions along with environmental
parameters such as heat and nutrients are passively homogenized
by turbulence has persisted through time (e.g., Siegel, 1998;
Currie and Roff, 2006). This inherited scale-biased vision
in which small scale processes average out at larger scales
and can therefore be considered irrelevant, contrasts with
the viewpoint of other disciplines, like physics, where the
continuum between the subatomic processes and astrophysics
and the necessity of understanding all spatial scales is well
established. It also contraposes ecological theories about system
behavior based on hierarchical interactions among processes at
different scales (i.e., self-organization or resilience; Holling, 1992;
Rietkerk et al., 2004).
UPSCALING EFFECTS OF THE
MICROSCOPIC WORLD
Microscale and single cells studies are nowadays acknowledged as
the cutting-edge of plankton research (e.g., Seymour et al., 2010;
Rusconi et al., 2014). The concept that plankton displaces where
the water transports it remains broadly valid and turbulence is the
dominant physical process redistributing small organisms. But,
as we begin to understand the processes occurring at the smaller
scales, the importance of interfacing this microhabitat with larger
scale dynamics is evidenced (Prairie et al., 2012). As in other
ecological fields, to fully understand phytoplankton dynamics
we must decipher first how information is transferred between
scales: from fine to broad, and vice versa (Levin, 1992).
The oceanic flow fields and their interaction with
phytoplankton entail a nearly continuous spectrum of
motions and associated processes which range from global
scale circulation to the smaller molecular adjustments and
from ecosystems to individual cells (Figure 1). The appearance
and effects of flow change dramatically as one moves from the
human scale, at which our intuition is trained, to the microscale,
at which microorganisms experience flow (Kiørboe, 2008;
Wheeler et al., 2019). Because the majority of phytoplankton
are smaller than the smallest eddy size by one or two orders in
magnitude, processes affecting individual cells develop in the
viscous non-inertial realm where they displace with no turbulent
drag (Purcell, 1977). This microscopic environment may be
envisioned as a universe of viscous packets that are transported
rapidly through a turbulence field (Reynolds, 2006). At this
scale, turbulent energy dissipates as heat while water motion can
be characterized as laminar shear. Phytoplankton experience
turbulence as an instantaneous, linearly varying fluid velocity
across the cell body (Jumars et al., 2009; Barry et al., 2015) and
FIGURE 1 | A cross-scale view of the ocean spanning from linear gradients
and microscale interactions (right), to top predators and mammals and
regional circulation patterns (left and top). The scale at the bottom provides a
reference of the spatial dimension in which the interactions between distinct
organisms occur. The linear microbial landscape is embedded in a world of
turbulent motions and progressively larger swirls.
interactions with the surrounding environment are effective at
defining anisotropic organism orientations.
Contrarily to common view, stirring strengthens linear
gradients at the microscale level therefore generating a landscape
full of gradients, as determined by the Bachelor scale. Variability
in cell microhabitats is fundamental to the way organisms
exploit the resources and interact with other organisms, either
mates, parasites, or predators. Considering that most pelagic
environments are extremely dilute, insofar as the supply of
the spectrum of the cells’ chemical requirements is concerned
(Reynolds, 1997), this heterogeneity provides opportunity for
coexistence of species despite their differential fitness, therefore
favoring diversity.
Whenever individual cells are important, the linear world
under the Kolmogorov scale (Kolmogorov, 1941, 1962) must
be considered. According to Stocker (2012), the spatial scale
that is relevant for a single cell depends on behavior and time.
At day scales, small non-motile cells restrict their universe
to a micrometric environment defined by their Brownian
motion, whereas swimming organisms evolve in a horizon
of centimeters. It is the behavior of phytoplankton relative
to its most immediate fluid layer and the transport of this
microenvironment within larger scale flows which determines
some relevant patterns of phytoplankton (Figure 2). Movement is
a necessity for phytoplankton cells that would otherwise become
rapidly nutrient limited by the inefficient molecular diffusion.
If the phytoplankton cell is sinking or is able to move, the
microzone of nutrient-depleted water surrounding the cell will
be replaced faster than if the cell remains motionless; in effect the
steepness of the nutrient gradient and, hence, the nutrient uptake
rate will increase due to this advective transport of nutrients
toward the cell surface.
Some motile phytoplankton can vertically orient and swim
over tens of meters of the water column per day vertically varying
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FIGURE 2 | Idealized profiles of current speed and shear in the ocean and corresponding preferential cell orientation of non-motile and motile phytoplankton cells,
including the formation of thin layers, in response to varying shear conditions.
the biomass distribution (e.g., Jeong et al., 2015). Likewise, non-
motile phytoplankton –e.g., some diatom and cyanobacteria
species- orient in hydrodynamically favorable directions to
displace over large distances (e.g., Eppley et al., 1968) by either
positively or negatively varying their buoyancy through different
mechanisms such as gas vesicles, lipid storage, the exchange of
heavy ions with their surroundings or by forming chains that
modify their sinking rates (Gross and Zheuten, 1948; Anderson
and Sweeney, 1978; Walsby, 1994). These directionally oriented
patterns often respond to collective behaviors common to many
planktonic organisms, which favor cell to cell interactions at
the population level and may produce far reaching effects at
larger scales, for instance by contributing to the vertical transport
of carbon and nutrients (e.g., Cullen and Horrigan, 1981;
Schofield et al., 2006; Hall and Paerl, 2011). Physical coagulation,
facilitated by secretion of viscous extracellular polysaccharides,
is a fundamental part of marine snow formation and carbon
recycling processes (Passow, 2002).
PHYTOPLANKTON ORIENTATION IN
THE SEA
Cell orientation, widely believed to be homogenized by the effect
of turbulence, is a prime example of erroneous preconceptions
in phytoplankton ecology. In fact, and on the contrary,
the interaction between cell shape, motility, and fluid flows
establishes a plethora of non-uniform orientational distributions.
These, in turn, affect a rich variety of key biological functions
epitomizing the relevance of mechanisms occurring at the scale
of microns to centimeters for the correct interpretation of larger
scale processes. These include sensing, nutrient uptake, parasite
and predator avoidance, competition for resources, reproduction,
the quest for optimal light conditions for growth or aggregation
of phytoplankton into marine snow (Eppley et al., 1968; Smayda,
1980; Denny, 1993; Reynolds, 2006; Kiørboe, 2008; Burd and
Jackson, 2009).
For motile organisms, whose orientation is mainly driven
by body asymmetry that favors directed swimming, preferential
orientation occurs in a variety of forms: as active responses
to locally anisotropic environmental stimuli, such as photo-
or chemotaxis, and as passive responses to the incessantly
moving fluid environment (e.g., gyro- or rheotaxis). These
oriented responses or “taxes” are the result of the necessity of
the organism to react to specific gradients or stimuli and are
greatly facilitated by cell motility. Even though it is energetically
demanding, motility is advantageous in a world where resources
(i.e., nutrients) are heterogeneously distributed (Stocker et al.,
2008). The majority of the phytoplankton classes are flagellated
and, therefore, motile. Since velocities generated by flagellar
movement (50–500 µm s−1; Sournia, 1982 and references
therein) are commonly larger than the Kolmogorov velocity
microscale1, VK = (νε)1/4, motility allows for a reasonable
1Where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the water (∼10−6 m2 s−1 for sea water) and
ε is the mean dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (ε≈ 10−10 to 10−5 m2 s3).
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control of orientation. Cells move to new locations to seek more
favorable environments or to interact with other organisms.
Among the variety of phytoplankton response cues
(hydrodynamics, nutrient availability, predator and/or parasite
avoidance, etc.), most commonly observed taxes are the positive
phototaxis triggering migration to the sea surface during daylight
hours and negative gravitaxis driving cell descent at night.
This oriented swimming determines, for instance, marked
circadian patterns in several dinoflagellate species. However,
most importantly, movement also allows phytoplankton cells to
cross unfavorable microenvironments and to access microscale
nutrient maxima (Guasto et al., 2012).
Studies on microorganism motility under distinct flow
conditions further evidence how coupling between swimming
and fluid flow can result in non-random cell orientations,
and consequently, non-uniform cell accumulation. Paradigmatic
examples include laboratory experiments and modeling on
gyrotaxis, where local shear flow couples to motility to induce
cell focusing in localized streams (Kessler, 1985; Pedley and
Kessler, 1992), dynamic aggregation regimes (Durham et al.,
2011) and intense patchiness in turbulent flows far exceeding
that of randomly distributed, non-motile populations (Durham
et al., 2013); or rheotaxis, where swimming cells (whether
bacteria, heterotrophs, sperm cells, or phytoplankton) reorient
with respect to gradients in the flow velocity to successfully
migrate in the local upstream direction (Marcos et al., 2012;
Bukatin et al., 2015; Mathijssen et al., 2019).
Likewise, vertical gradients in horizontal velocity in the water
column (S = ∂u/∂z) can disrupt vertical migration of gyrotactic
phytoplankton. When vertically swimming cells encounter
regions of strong horizontal shear flows, their orientation can be
dramatically altered, causing them to tumble continuously and
triggering sharply peaked cell accumulations in localized layers
and regions of enhanced shear (Durham et al., 2009; Durham and
Stocker, 2012). This trapping effect arising from shear flow has
been proposed to be a plausible mechanism for the formation of
the frequently observed thin layers of phytoplankton in aquatic
systems (Figure 2).
Non-motile phytoplankton can also exhibit preferential
orientation and movement under the influence of gravity, at
least in the case of the larger microplanktonic cells such as
diatoms. Cell orientation influences displacement trajectories,
sinking velocities and cell concentrations. A growing number
of studies have advanced our understanding of the translation,
rotation, and orientation of dilute suspensions of small spheroids
and fibers in turbulence, highlighting the rich dynamics of
interactions (Metzger et al., 2005; Botte et al., 2013). Insight
on the behavior of particles in these flow regimes mainly
emanates from experiments and theory developed for dilute
suspensions of fibers and spheroids (see Voth and Soldati,
2017) yet, most studies in this field corresponds to inertial
particles above Kolmogorov length scales and, therefore, not
directly transposable to phytoplankton. The interplay between
cell buoyancy regulated displacements and their entrainment by
turbulence leads, under general conditions, to even more acute
non-homogeneous distributions (Arrieta et al., 2015; Borgnino
et al., 2019) and greater social complexity amongst planktonic
species is predicted in regions of large shear (Breier et al., 2018;
Uppal and Vural, 2018).
The fact that shear generates changes in velocity in the
proximity of the organisms results in forces and torques that
depend on cell orientation. Torque favors the rotation of cells
with an angular speed which leads to preferential alignment with
the flow. Rotation is proportional to the velocity gradient and
depends on shape (Barry et al., 2015). Two different behaviors
can be approximated depending on cell shape; prolate shapes
(cells with the apical to transapical ratio λ > 1) that approximate
the rod-like morphology of pennate diatoms and oblate shapes
(λ < 1), similar to disk-shaped centric diatoms. Non-spherical
cells describe periodic orbits as they sink in Couette (laminar)
flows. According to Jeffery (1922), prolate cells tend to set their
apical axis perpendicular to the plane of the undisturbed fluid
motion describing steady periodic orbits. Oblate cells tend to
set themselves with an equatorial diameter perpendicular to the
plane of undisturbed motion of the fluid while rotating periodic
but not steadily. In unsteady shear and turbulent flows, this
reorientation dynamics becomes far more complex.
Certain cells can counteract rotation by actively varying
the distribution of mass inside the cell or passively using
morphological structures such as with protuberances and
spines, or certain body shapes. Others are able to form
chains and aggregations increasing even further their vertical
displacements (Lovecchio et al., 2019). The evolutive solutions
to this problem have resulted in a remarkable diversity of
phytoplankton morphologies. For example, spines in non-motile
phytoplankton have been suggested to decrease settling rates
by enhancing drag and elongated morphologies may alter the
organisms’ orientational distribution in flow. These structures
may be biologically important since they produce cell tumbling
that increases cell encounter probabilities with nutrient and
infochemical micro-patches and with neighboring cells and
grazers (Karp-Boss et al., 1996; Kiørboe, 2008). In contrast, in
the presence of intense shear, cells are preferentially aligned
with the flow which limits their ability to migrate in other
(e.g., perpendicular to the flow) directions, inexorably producing
cell accumulations (see Figure 2). Shear induced preferential
orientation of sinking spheroidal cells also drift them out of
their prominently vertical motion to oversample downwelling
regions of a turbulent flow which affects their average settling
speed and modulates their escape time to the deep ocean
(Ruiz et al., 2004; Arrieta et al., 2015; Ardekani et al., 2017;
Borgnino et al., 2019). Moreover, and under quiescent flow
environments, the coupling between orientation and sinking drift
direction induces large scale hydrodynamic instabilities (Koch
and Shaqfeh, 1989), facilitating cell encounters even under dilute
conditions (Font-Muñoz et al., 2019).
Patterns of preferential orientation of motile and non-
motile phytoplankton has been by now amply shown in
laboratory studies (e.g., Karp-Boss and Jumars, 1998; Karp-
Boss et al., 2000; Guasto et al., 2012). However, and despite
noticeable technological progress over the last decades, direct
observations of phytoplankton cells in their natural environment
are still scarce. Most evidences of preferential cell orientation
in the ocean have been obtained using digital holography.
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Talapatra et al. (2013), using a submersible holographic imaging
system, analyzed diatom chain orientation and its relationship
with mean shear rate in East Sound (WA, EEUU). More recently,
also using holography, Nayak et al. (2018) observed preferential
cell alignment at horizontal angles coinciding with regions of low
velocity shear and weak turbulent dissipation rates. A different
process related with preferential cell orientation of diatoms was
inferred from in situ laser transmissometry (LISST-100×) by
Font-Muñoz et al. (2019). In this case, a progressive increase in
vertical cell alignment was observed under the pycnocline during
a Pesudo-nitzschia sp. bloom. This preferential cell orientation
was paralleled by an increase in the number of paired cells (up
to 19% of the population) providing the first in situ link between
orientational order and crucial intercellular interactions in the
population dynamics of a cosmopolitan pennate diatom.
CONCLUSION
With the scientific advances carried out in the last century,
our vision of marine phytoplankton and its interaction with
the surrounding environment has expanded significantly.
As we nosedive into the microscale, with the aid of new
technology (and renew use of old technology), emerging insights
reveal a highly structured, dynamic and organized realm.
Phytoplankton interactions at this scale between congeners,
competitors and with their immediate physico-chemical
landscape, directly impinge on large scale oceanographic and
ecosystem level processes.
Cell orientation, in particular, is a rarely assessed example
of the relevance of these cross-scale interactions. Beyond its
importance for key cell physiological processes, preferential cell
orientation impacts the formation of thin phytoplankton layers,
the absorption and transmission of light in the ocean (Marcos
et al., 2011), its spectral characteristics (Goessling et al., 2018)
and fundamental ecological interactions between organisms. Still,
much remains to be explored both in terms of thorough field
observations and detailed analysis of experimental conditions
to fully appreciate the role of non-random phytoplankton
cell orientations and its link with larger scales dynamics.
Technological advances are also needed in order to intensify
in situ observations.
Finally, we still need further understanding and full
integration into mainstream biological oceanography of the
governing laws and detailed mechanisms ruling in this
microscale kingdom.
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